
Xr. Thomas E. 
POLL 1 Branch 
FBI 
Washington, D.C. 20535 

Dear kir. Dresson, 

Masy of te records provided 

2/ 431 

under discovery in -. f.. 5-226„ with your letter of 
1/30/31, do have have Central Records file identifications on than. Among these is the 
6/11/79 Clark to Herndon (jWK:bld?) memo titled after the LSCA. (This is a very unclear 
copy.) 

certain that t:-is 	is complete. 	that the copy amvided does 
not have t11 three enclosure 5 indicated. 

appreciate a clear and cwplete co_ with the attachments. 

Do any records hold any other weights for the various 
receipt were they weigbx1 more recently? Weight on xigest# is given,. 

hi? l'or example, 

It is stated that th samples removed for spectrographic analysis were not weighed. 
The weight at the time samples were taiosn for AA is known, Do these two sets of weight 
not permit calculation of what was luxlved :.'or Aka spectrographic analysis? 

Did II5C.4. provide the FBI with copies o the weights it recorded? if so I would 
ap-:rociate a copy. 

Sincerely, 

flareld Woisberg 
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